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CONCERNING THIS PUBLICATION
HEN in May of this year-in a solitary newspaper article-weprojected the idea of a Community within the Church of,
Scotland, we expected not a little comment and were prepared
for some inevitable misunderstanding. What-perhaps foolishlywe did not expect, and were not prepared for, was a mail of nearly
a. thousand requests for further information from all over the world
during the next three months.
As one day we stood on the slipway of Iona-there is no pier and
everything from a. needle to an anchor has to be manhandled on to
the shore-answering further innumerable questions from mystified
visitors, the brilliant idea struck us that we might answer everyone
at one fell swoop by launching just such a sn1all boat as St. Columba
used to carry his messages to the mainland-a Coracle. This led to
sound sleep- for at least a fortnight-it was quite simple-" The
Coracle" would sail into a thousand letterboxes and honour would
. be satisfied.
Unfortunately for our sleep, however, (if fortunately for the
community) we had forgotten that "the idea." was not a
static thing; indeed so much do we seem to have started " a movement," that it seemed to change in its implications fl'om week to
week. So we found ourselves at the end of the first summer's
experiment with no " Coraele " yet launched.
On the mainland, we felt, we could see it all in clear perspective
and construct a boat of some consistency at least. ,And so, in some
measure, we can. But to our final horror we now realise that it now
must go to some who already know much of it, others who know
little, and a few who-to judge by their letters- manifestly know
nothing. How can all be satisfied f The thing is impossible. Of
course, we could write a book, but that would take time. . . .
and already postcards come in ," Where is ' The Coracle '" And tho
thought of a thousand postcards.
.!
So we start with an apology.
To some of you this telegraphic
document must sound like Greek j to others who know almost the
XYZ of things, this must sound like ABC-if we cannot satisfy
everyone, it is at least "honours easy" if we satisfy none.
With each copy we enclose a. reprint of the original article. If
it -is very old to you, then pass it on to someone who may be
interested. It is enclosed for those who just know nothing!
The next number of" The Coracle" will incorporate the articlell
at present appearing in "Life and Work "-they will perhaps
answer a number of questions which you expected to find answered
here. Our main purpose in this flimsy structure is to give you sonle
idea of what ha, happened so far. If it does not sa.tisfy you, be
cheerful in the knowledge that it does not satisfy us either.
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THE CORACLE

WHAT IS OUR IMMEDIATE DESTINATION?
F it be true that Cl the man goes furthest, who knows not where
he goes" then it must be admitted that there were times this
Bummer when it looked as if the Iona. Community was going
far! Every conceivable future was predicted'-from its imminent
collapse to the creation of a Franciscan Revival in a twelvemonth I
Neith~l" prediction st.ands. Setti~g aside so~e of its !I10re dl';tail~d
intentions (they are Incorporated lD the reprlDted articles that will
form our next number)it is worth while recording what we conceive
the essential purpose of the Community to be.

I

The Background.

"The world is going collective." Or, as Romain Rolland moee
finely put it, "The world has become a. unity and .for this high
destiny mankind is not yet. fit." A glan~e a~ any dally newspaper
makes clear how true this IS, but there IS stIll one good mark fot."
.. Mankind "-lle stea.dfastly refuses to sit down under it. If everywhere there is restlessness, it is equally true that everywhere there
is a constant effort by mankind to come abrea.st of his environment..
Whatever of Darwin may be outmoded to-day, the" survival of the
fit.test" stands a. permanent truth in this regard-not that tbe
If beefiest" will survive, but that only those will survive wh~ are
fit to adapt themselves to t!16 new envi:onment. The only.envlfonment for a potentially untted world IS that of co-operatIon, and
more co-operation j groupin~s. an~ l:,rger groupings. . Whe~ller
Communism, Fascism or Chrlstla.mty 18 to be the next Immediate
world order it is manifest t.hat-whatever the order-t,be next stage
in man's de~elopment is going to be more collective" than the thing
we know."
In those la.nds that still manfully strive after t,he re~en~i~n of
some individual freedom ajve some room for the play of lDchvldnal
conscience-in a word, pe';sist in believing there is still some~hing
to 'be made of Christia.n Democracy...,..it is clear enough that, If we
nre to Cl survive," then we must quickly investigate the possibilities
of greater collectiveness alongside our Freedom. Nor is it strange
tllat from Christian sources come the most forthright efforts towards
Borne solution that will harmoDlse the two. It is Christianity that
ga,ve the idea, of individual worth to everv soul: it is Christianity
8.1so t.1mt announced that the individual could not be complete except
in relation to his fellows j most importantly, it is Christianity that
provided the Dual Way. Perl!onality, indeed, is dependent on our
bein~ interrelated.
And so there is bubbling up, amqng be}ievers in e~ery land-like
the commotion of a hotspring-a myrIad of varIegated efforts
"towards Community." In our own land, from co-operative allotments and clubs for the unemployed (to mention the most tentative)
to the Cotswold Bruderhof (where whole families have !!,one in:--o a.
permanent community together, to till the soil and hold all thlDgs
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in common) there is everywhere experiment in collectivism. And in
infinitely wider areas there are myriads of folk, talking, discussing,
dreaming of better ways of ordering society than "this poor present
shows." They are wise in their generation! Unless our Christian
Democ:acy makes more forthright experiment, the youth of our
la.nd WIll not forever be put off by our mere declaimers that ours is
a Faith for the world. superior to Communism and Fascism. It is
by our fr:uits that we are known.
.
Where in this bubbling world of Collective Experiment then,
does the Iona Community seek to take its place 1
.'
It Is a Laboratory.

It is to be no more than a laboratory of co-operative living in
which we hope to discover a. little more of what the place of the
Church is in this particula.r commotion. It is more forthright than
"spare time efforts a.t Community" such as allotments-for we
will be living together and concerned with the wbole of life. Blit
it is not so foolish as to try and emulate the great effort in the
eotswolds--for we have not 11.11 things in common a.nd our membership is not continuous. In operation only during summer months
different artisans may come, and it is certain tha.t a completel;
different tea·m of' young ministers will experience the life from year
to year.·If this seems to strike a lower note we are not ashamed.
If we cannot in a.ny permanent sense call it the "New Social Order
in Action," it is because we f~ankly admit that we do not know
what that So~ia.l Order is going to be, in terms of Christianity (and
humbly submIt that nobody else really knows). It is a Laboratory
working under the sign of all good lab()ra.tories-which ~s a Question
Mark.
It Is a Crow's Nest.

Still part of the ship of State in which we are sailing but just
high enough to see a. bit further. Edward Wilson, on the Discovery
in the South Seas, used to go aloft t() say his prayers as well. If
our "Crow's Nest of an experiment" helps us to see further it also
gives us opportunity to listen better to God. For the Christian, the
seeming distresses of the days in which we live should not be cause
for pessimism they are rather the loud overture of some new and
wondrous Revelation. If really we believe that the Lord God
Omnipotent reigneth, it is faithless to look at the present world
calamities as if .. a God of Love had lost control." It is Man that
refuses to listen to the warning not,es of his Father's voice and
thinks" we can take a risk without God," that is the cause ~f our
distresses. We believe not that God is trying to say something to
us all above the storms of our present distress, rather it is the storm
that is His Voice.
And so we go aloft, perhaps to see further, but above 11.11 to
listen seriously again, and ask for Grace that we may interpret the
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storm, a.nd for courage that we may obey-lest we perish with the
Ship.
It Is a Preparation.
\Ve believe that Christ is making a Great Revelation of His
Place in the social order of our day, a.nd we fear it is " too high
for us we cannot a.ttain unto it." Let us then at least submit to
John's Baptism', have the courage cc to turn," if only for a. Baptism
that is of water-as a preparation. If only by living a.nd working
together as a very normal society still very much in the world, may
it not be that the crooked ways may be made a little straighter
and the rough places more smooth, in al! our thinking and feeling
about the Collective Age that is to be!
Nor is it just a. sentiment to project so modern a thrust in Iona..
The West Door of the Abbey stands in the very shadow of St.
Ma.rtin's Cross. What wa.s the essential thrust of that man of
Tours except to express Christia.nity more closely in terms with
he needs of his age! Nurtured as an umy officer in that most
imperialist a.ge he foresaw the doom of the Empire within fifty years,
a.nd he bent all his vigour to the task of finding the expression of
the Faith that might outlast the cataclysm.
The Island of St. Columba., too I How fa.lsely men miflread his
work if they visualise his mission to the mainland as purely a
" religious" movement. True to his patron of Tours, his whole
evangel was compact of every aspect of man's living. Agriculture,
fishing, education, craftsmanship-these were. the . domains he
insisted must be brought in thrall to the sovereign WIll of the All
Highest. And in our da.y and generation is not this essentially
the challenge we must face t
And in an Abbey ?uilt of the Cist~~cia~s.!
ger~~lnlyour
purpose is not to be clOistered. But the rehglous lIfe was not;
the only splendour of Rome I The Abbey in its day stood on the
outposts of a.n idea. that was of the es~enoe o! our Faith-an~
must be made the essence of · our Fa.1th agam-that there IS
but one Faith, One Lord, One Baptism, One God and Father
of us all. Fatal, indeed, will be all the6e "efforts a.t
Community" H we seek to blind our eyes to the rents there ue
in "the garments of Christ" t?-?~y. ,:' The grave dange;s we are
in by reason of our unhll.pPY diVISions cea.ses to be a. plUS regret
as we fa.ce the sin of our disunion in the setting of God's
potentia.lly united earth. The background of all our th'inking must
be the sense of 8. Church that is worldwide. whose welcome is for
all. Else will all our strivings for Community be partia.l, for we
will not ha.ve been based upon The Word.
So between St. Martin's Cross and the little settlement of
Columba., under the very shadow of a.n Abbey builded by" world·
wide Church, we m·aka our throst.
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SOME ACCOUNT OF THIS SUMMER'S
VOYAGE
Concerning the StArt of Things.
T is o~e ~hing to shoot. an article a.t an unoffending public in the
be~tnD1ng of May, With the news that we intended building log
hu~ round a~ A~bey and start~ng there a Community of Clergy
and artisans. It IS qUIte another thtng, within six weeks to have the
thing in motion-yet so it happened. All at £1 a week a~d all found
th.a.t. was the idea. By the middle of June a. team was in shape! Fou;
mIDlsters who had alrea.dy. ~e?- at work in parishes; four Divinity
students, ~)De from each Divlntty Hall; an architect, a doctor, and
a. cook, a secretary, and seven artisans had all volunteered their
servi~es.
Indeed, it is right to point out that many others wrote
offer!ng to come. A retired contractor living in the Midlands~ a
barrlste~ from London, placed clergy in England and Scotland , an
apprentice craftsmal!,.a surveyo~, were among those who gave us
~~couragement of spmt by offermg to throw over their futures and
JOID the venture.
These, however, we restrained.
Some hardly
seemed to fit our immediate needs, nor did we want too many when
as yet there was not a stake in the ground. Others had to be gently
rem~d~d that when October came we could guarantee them no
contll~U1ng: work nor any place, but that of spiritua.l fellowship, in
anything bke 8. l?erma.nent community. In the end we only took those
who were persona!ly ~nown to us and on whom we might reckon to
be of speCIfic service ID the ,actual labour or in the plotting of our
future purpose.
Four of them went gallantly ahead-with two skilled workmen
who knew the principles of hut construction. (These two were not
pledged members of the commuunity but from the beginning-and
later in the summer when they returned to help us with the next
main coDStruction-entered into the spirit of our purpose and were
invaluable in their leadership on the technical side). These six sailed
North in the middle of June, pledged to get up the first hut before
the rest of us promised to arrive in three weeks' time. It has never
been disoov~red ho~ actua~ly i~ was done. - There were mysterious
tales of their worklDg, durmg the last few days before our arrival
from five in the morning till eleven at night. But the hut wa.s
and ready for occupancy a few hours before the Dunara Castle
entered the Sound of Iona bringing the main party.
It was a. slightly dazed company-truth to tell-who sat down for
th~r first me~l together o~t in the open, benea~h the o~d Abbey and
beSide the solItary log ca.bln tha.t was to be their dormitory sittinga.nd-dining room for the next three months! Few lrnew m'ore than
two of ~he others previously, the ma.jority were sitting in a
community of complete strangers. Had we been too hurried 1 Would
we all get on together 7 As we looked at the size of the hut some
must have wondered. But as we looked at the Abbey w~ were

I
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rp-minded that the whole purpose of the experiment was to prove
that what it stood for" still worked." EVl'"1ing Worship on that
first night in the ha.lf light of a dying day was our first confirma.tion
that. the thing would go on. Some folk from the island, visitors and
residents, came and by their presence there symbolised, from its
very inception, the truth tha~ this was no "community apa.rh" but
an experiment within the world community as it. is.
Thus our purpose consecrated, the hutment blessed, we lay down
-some to sleep at once and one at least to feel the years roll back and
think how strangely like to war-time memories was the steady
breathing of twenty men in our tidy barracks, the whine of a distant
shell would not have been unfit,ting to his thought, but instead there
was the distant plashin~ of the waves in Ion,a Sound. 'Y0uld this
experiment lead some day; some year, to the' moral eqUlvlI.lent for
war'" Ho\V' many times had he not heard regretted, by how many
soldier friends, that the spirit of the war years seemed incapable of
recapture in days of Peace! What was it that made it possible in
tragedy to find brotherhood, and in succeeding "peace" 'to find the
brotherhood not intensified but throttled down to suffocation 1 Would
"co-operation" work, last, bear fruit in a company, not of saints. or
even dedicated sinners, but a company just such as this. . .' men
of good will, still of the world, but by the gesture of their
volunteering an desirous t,o taste some richer life than somehow they
had not yet found in workshop, office and university 7
.
"Ye have not chosen Me, but I have chosen you" had been the
text of the first tiny sermon preached by him some hours in the half
light of the dying day. Was it that essential Truth that Christ's
followers had forgotten in the world 7
Time would show.
Concerning the Middle of Things.
Yes it was working. Only the Spirit-we all agreed-could so
quickly have welded us into a fellowship. Never had more diverse
characters, with more diverse backgrounds, been brought into such
close proximity for so shadowy a purpose. Yet the old throb was
there that thousands had known so well in Flanders, and
hund;eds in mission fields or outpost expeditions. True, there was
a tendency for us parsons to ape the artisan, and occasionally a
tendency by an artisan to ape. the parso~; But frie!lds~ips fused and
split regardless of former " ddJere~ces.
Group~ me,\"ltably formed
but never assumed the danger of chques. OppOSItes ml't. The man
most near to Communism in his philosophy of life was perhaps most
often seen in company with the artisan who had come amongst us
because of his passionate advocllCY of individual salvation.
High
Church and Low Church seemed a.bsurdly trivial subjects now to
excite much conversation from the parsons. The questions of the
artisans were ef a more fundamental thrust and some of us-who
thought we were old hands-were reminded for the hundredth time
what nonsense most of our sermons must sound.
The pa.rson who.
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was heard in the first \veek attempting to clarify an argument with
the actual words, "your premise having fallen, your conclusion is
false" (which so clarified the argument that it stopped altogether)
was the centre of an argument in autumn that evaded such atrocities
and was clarified by simplicity.
And time and time again we were reminded that artisans are
better men than parsons - not just at their jobs but at piercing
through by instinct to those real issues which menlal acrobatics so
often utterly confuse.
Difficulties?
Yes, of course. A wondrous Fellowship we would have builded
indeed in three shert months if we had risen above the Fellowship of
the Acts of the Apostles! There was short temper sometimes, and
real divergences as to whither as a fellowship we were meant to go.
There were gross blunders of leadership. After the exhilaration of
the first days out from land, the doldrums are the real test.
Nor
was it unlike a ship. The value of Iona is not only in its background
but its peculiar divorcement. There is no picture house, no pub, no
" 'bus to the nearest city," no " other end of no-where" to escape
to ! The hundred and one" escapes" that are the seeming mollifiers
of tension in our breathless world are suddenly cut off. Sin at last
has a chance to show its true colours! The real one, the gross one,
the one' tha t has brought Europe to the precipice; not drunkenness,
not harlotry, not wantonness but MAN'S UNBRIDLED
INABILITY TO SHARE. That is what gets you down on a ship,
that is what cracks up Polar expeditions, that is the origin of the
Rum Ration! And it's present too in the Councils oft Nations, in
Churches-but not so APPARENT there becauso of our manifold
manipulations to escape. But in Iona you cannot escape. And so
we faced the Crux. The Abbey-like all good abbeys-is built in
the shape of a Crux.
WHAT ABOUT THIS INABILITY TO
SHARE 7 If you cannot face it among twenty . ,
what are
all our semons about 7 At last we were face to face with it. Not as
a theological formula, not as a spare-time hobby, what is THIS
THING in man 1 Each morning and each evening, AT LAST, the
prayer of confession - collective confession - (not the bed-side
individual problem) broke into Life. It was plain as a pikestaff; if
there is ever to be Collective Life, co-operative building of anything
anywhere, we must face the Cross, we must be bridled if we are
to be able to share. And it worked. my friend, it worked. For a.t
The End of Things
we were the same party tha.t had gone North. None bad be~n lost,
nor was there one amongst us but had been changed, enriched.
Something ha.d been gained that was lasting, somethin~ painful that
was sweet. We were assured that Christian Fellowship works, not
just at home, not just in Guilds and spa.re-time Institutes, but in
the work of the world, in a place confined, in the starting of the
building of an abbey.
-
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THE CREW
THE UNCENSORED COMMENTS OF ONE OF
THE COMMUNITY.
in my time kept very diverse company in varied
circumstances and in many parts of the globe, on both land and
I HAVE
sea. I have not kno\vn a body of men who, on the face of it,
were so dissimilar as the group that came to Iona to start the
Community. It was not only that professions, occupations, social
classes, private means, education and so on, divided us into smaller
sections~ but also men within these sections were markedly different.
The artisans, for instance, who composed the largest single section,
were dissimilar, all belonged to different trades and had different
characters and
outlooks, temperaments, natural talents,
characteristics. The same was true of the students and ministers,
who composed the next largest sections that could be classified at all.
Beyond that no classification was possible. The rest were individuals:
teacber, secretary, architect, doctor, and all these had apparently
u.s little in common as the others. It was obvious that a
"community" would have to be created out of marked individualists.
Our life in Iona was no hpliday, though it might have appeared
that to onlookers, who, as it were, in passing, saw us stripped in the
sunshine, working with obvious enjoyment. The onlookers might
have seen most of the game, but they could not appreciate the strain
that the work put on all, and especially on those who were not used
to manual labour. Nor were the onlookers there to see us working
often in mud and rain, wben the work had to be done; and done by
men who, in different circumstances, would have felt the mud on
their boots and the discomfort of oilskin overcoats too much of R.
burden. Nor could we escape the discomfort when the work ceased
or had to stop owing to bad weather. Out of it we had to go straight
into our hut, muddy boots, wet clothes, wet oilskins and all. We
could not discard them or dry them a.nywhere else j there was no
other pla.ce.
Out of us individualists, living often under unfavourable material
conditions, a community had to emerge. Could it be done 1 To an
outside observer, in those early days, it might have rightly seemed
that to get us to come to terms at all, would be a. very high achievement; but to get us to work and live together for three months would
be nothing short of a. triumph. Yet it is a fact that we survived
those three months without any casualties-without anyone
departing or being sent away-and tha.t a true community spirit
emerged.
What were the forces that went to the ma.king of this
Community and which those, if any, that militated against it'
We all were volunteers. All of us had left our normal
occupations to join the Community. Whatever our religious social
or political beliefs and practices, by joining the Community V:e were
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ultimately responding to a desire, or need, within ourselves, to work
at something which gives us in return something more, something
other and different, than bread alone. We were volunteers to that
fundamental impulse within us, which we wanted to find ~xpression
in the realisation of the ideal on which the Iona CommuDlty rested.
That the impulse was, for the .most part, unconscious, does. not ~ea.n
that it was less powerful; qUite the contrary. Nor was It entlrely
unconscious.
That we were all dressed alike, ate the same food,
lived under identical conditions and so on, was but a symbolic
recognition of our common spirit; an expression of our readiness to
value a man not by any other sta.ndard than the quality and force of
that spirit in him. Having that essentia.l spiritual bond between
us there was no need for us to sink our superficial differences; we
found scope in the Community for our profound and mighty
similarity, which from the first was a. bond between us and made us
accept each other essentially. It was not, therefore, so very
remarkable that, in spite of our individualities and. appare~t
dissimilarities we quickly became a. true Commumty.
Th)s
became manif~t not only in our family prayers, in our work and
recreation, but also in the communal na.ture of our disagreements.
The fact that we all slept in the same hut, helped us,not a little,
I imagine, to get to know each other essentially. I ha.ve always been
impressed how quickly people get to know each other, beyond superficialities, on board ships. The only quicker wa~ I know of, is whe~
circumsta.nces make them share the same sleeplDg quarters. Or 18
it just my fancy that one knows complete strangers, in the other
berths of a railway sleeping compartment, better after a night
spent with them in sleep, than after the same number of Lours spent
during the day f Our. unconscious selves, our inner spirits, p.ut up
no resista.nce, no barrIers, between each other, as we do unintentionally in our everyday contacts.
There was no way of demonstrating these unconscious impulses,
these subtle forces, at work in the Community. They cannot be
conveyed to someone .unaware of them, either by spoken. word, or in
blue-black ink, or prlDt, or be demonstrated under a mlcro800pe, or
be materialised by any earthly means. Just because they are
spiritual. One is Either sensitive to them e>r one is not. There can
be no argument.,
Whenever men can give expression to the true spiritua.l values
within themselves, conditions of material existence cease to be a
pre-occupation and b~come of qui~e Becon~3;ry importance. . True
spiritual values dominate materIal conditions. We experienced
the truth of this in the Iona Community. Nobody minded ha.rd
work. On the contrary, some of our happiest recollections will be of
those days on which we worked twelve and sixteen hours under high
pressure to get urgent work finished. Nor did anyone object to the
discomfort. It was not, significantly enough, till I came to write
this article that I realised how uncomfortable our life in the hut
must have been at times.
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There were, of course, periods of good weather, when life was.
extremely pleasant.. The six windows of the hut face due east., an.d
t.he uninterrupted view over the Sound of Iona towards Mull IS
enchanting. The light would fill the hut before the sun rose from
behind Ben Mor on Mull, and from then till after it sunk in the
west the immediate surroundings and far distant vistas were ever
delightful, constantly changing and claIming O~lr attention and
appreciation. On clear days the hills and mountams were far away,
allowing a limitless expanse, and on dull and wet days they came
near to us huddled together. The shapes of hills and mountains
changed ~ntinually according to the vagaries of light and
atmosphere, and the colours on land, sea and sky transformed themselves ceaselessly and imperceptibly. All one saw Beemed deeply
alive: the earth, the sea, the sky, the near hills and far distant
mountains. Deeply, quietly alive and intimate: t.he burn to wash
oneself in, the ground to lie on, the air to breat.he, t.he sea to swim
in. In a deeply satisfying way one felt a part. of all one saw; was in
some mysterious way in elemental union with t.he surroundings. Yet
to hear someone play a Mozart minuet, or t.ake part in family
prayers in t.he old Abbey , was more natural than anywhere else.
There were some among us who had not been to Church since
childhood, and some who had not. gone often even then. The effect
on most of us, and particularly on them, of life in these natural
surroundings, of our family prayers, of friendly, human contact. with
diverse types of men, etc., was a desire to reconcile the precepts of
religiolls teachings with realities, as we experienced them in Iona and
knew at home. The discussions were most often started by those who
felt the dispa.rity most. Here we got the opportunity to question, and
argue with, those who were supposed to know and towards
whom we were reserved at home, because of their "cloth" or their
" position." But those who most felt the need to question and taU:,
were not always, or all, able to formulate their questionings, or
express their problems, with any degree of conciseness or clarity.
'l'hey failed to make themselves understood by the educat~d; the
educated failed to get the meaning, and equally the spirit of the
problems of the uneducated among us.
Here it was where the
forces oocame evident, which divided us and kept us, spiritually and
otherwise, apart at home.
n was not easy, for instance; to fathom what one of us meant by
repeatedly asking, how could the kno\vn facts of existence be reconciled with the statement in the Bible that" man shall not be afraid
of the beasts." ("How is it, it sa.ys in the Bible that man shall not
be afraid of the beasts? Eh 7 . . . Here is my theory. I say,
what would any of youse do if a tiger came here l' ')
This was
probably only his garbled version of Genesis i, 26, et seg. That we
did not guess it, or could not adequately answer it if we had,
was not bad; but it was bad that we, the educated, did not
even consider his version, to try and find out what he meant
by it. We were too quick and eager to tell - him, that we
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kneW' there was no such statement in the Bible. As if we would
smother him with our knowledge.
Often on those occasions we failed to understand the words of
one, shook our heads over the evangelical fervour of another, and so
on, and completely missed the overtones of the spirit. Nor did we
know how to impart what we knew, when we understood what the
other man meant. A young minister who starts saying to an arti~an,
"It is an axiomatic truth. . . ." deserves to be cut short WIth,
" 'Vha's that Y" ; but it gets neither of them any further. To quote
complicated beliefs of theologians and philosophers in a discussion
with ordinary men, is not only pointless, it is worse. It is evidence
of snobbishness, spiritual arrogance, assumed superiority and obtuseness. All of which we displayed in plenty_ We did not appreciate
enough, that behind the confused and turgid words of the uneducated
was the urge of need and sincerity_ We behaved as if the contributions of the uneducated to our discussions were always without
sense, as if the problems they were expressing-if, inded, we
recognised them as their problems-were less valid tllan ours. We
lacked humility and sympathy and, often, left them to carry on -the
discussion with their equals. We thus implied that we would have
gone on, had they been as edu.cated ~s we were. Then w~ would
have been able to make- everythIng plaIn to them. Whereas, In fact,
it was often evident that we had accepted many of our beliefs and
conceptions ready made, and had not thought them out for ourselves.
These discussions plainly showed that the educated and the
uneducated among us were, on the whole, worlds apart.
As elsewhere we were still divided into nations, which roughly correspoud
to - ou~ economic divisions: working classes and middle classes,
Our fundamental, unconscious, na\;ul'al
ministera and artisans.
impulses, made the essential bond between us and that bond made
the Community possible.
The conscious, superficial, man-made
forces of education and material circumstances, divided us and kept
us so far apart that we seemed to speak in different languages. . . .
But then, one of the aims of our Community is to make it possible
for us, particularly the ministers, to learn how to talk to all and be
understood. The Community does give them unique opportunity to
learn tha.t, but can it teach them what to say?
During the last month in Iona our thoughts were under the
shadow of international events in Europe, and our discussions were
mostly concerned with the possibility of war. It became evident that
the Community was composed of pacifists, non-pacifists and those
who did not k~ow what they would be in case of war. But the mora.l
and religious questions in connection with it preoccupied the minds
of a.ll of us equally. The ministers became the centre of interest. We
expected them to speak with one voice, that we might know the
grace we were fulfilling or falling away from.
But the ministers
spoke only as individuals and differed, as did the rest.
"The Church" gave no tead. Who will give it!
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THE IONA COMMUNITY AND THE
COMMUNITY OF IONA
of the great purposes of the Iona C<.lmmunity is to
with a project that shall steadfastly remain part
ONEexperiment
of the world in which we find ourselves and yet not be of it.
We have definitely barred the cloistered life.
This was clear enough to us, but so many rumours had got abroad
that we half fea.red a total misunderstanding on the part of those
who have lived on the Island all their lives and are as suspicious
as the rest of us of any new thing which we do not yet understand.
We are forever grateful to the folk of Iona, therefore, that they
were content to wait and see what we were ait-er before they judged
us. Very soon it was apparent that they were more than int-erested.
The llOspitality that is the hallmark of the Highlander was ours
before they had judged us. And as our purpose was discovered to
he the reverse of a danger to the Reformation-and most rightly
did they wait till they were assured of that-we · found tha.t the
grand thing was going to be possible; this new witness of Community
was not going to be ma.de .lust in Iona. but 10ith Iona. It was a.
quite unconscious thought that decided us to have our evening
Worship at 10 o'clock. Oue of the seeming obstacles against it
was that it looked like being rather a late hour for folks outside to
come and join us. But from the start we invited e\'eryone to join
us in worship daily both at 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. Rapidly it became
obvious that t,he invitation was not in vain. Almost always in the
morning there were the few-sometimes as many as twenty. But
the evening 'Vorship was our most interesting discovery. Forty,
fifty, sixt,y. was the experience in the month of July. In August
it was seldnm less than a hundred and in the last week-of special
"ervices in preparation for the m<>nthly Communion-never less than
a hundred and fifty came each evening to what had now become the
Aiml"le family prayers of the whole community of the Island. It
is doubtful whether anywhere in England or ScotIand,-except,
perhaps, in Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's-were so many
folk coming to dailY' worship.
We ha.ve heard before of folk not going to Church because there
was" a da.nce on " : but it was in Iona that we heard of the country
dnncing- cIa.!'! that· danced till they heard the Abbey bell rin~ng
and then completely deserted the village haU to end the da.y qUietly
in worship.
It was the simplest form of Communit.y prayers-a sung Psalm
and Hymu; the rea.dinD' of tIle Bible and Prayers.
Nor when Septembe; came, a.nd so many visitors departed, did
we find ourselves alone. In the very last week of September we
rejoiced' to be worshipping with the Islanders in their old Abbey
which had become our common home.
From now on, in all we seek to do. we rest assured that the Iona
Community seeks a common purpose and a common life with the
Oommunity of Iona..
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MANNA
HE probabie definition of this wOid is ., what is it7"
The
question that the children of Israel would ask as the strange
sustenance fell frol11 Heaven for them as they continued in
their pilgrimage. It had two cha.racteristics. It had to be ~sed
as it came, or it would go bad; it stopped when it was no longer
necessary.
Since laullchinO' this experiment we ha.vc often had cause to
think of Manna. "There was in the first place the strange response
that came so quickly ill an appea.\ for men.
That an architect
should be free at the shortest notice and willing to come up on dead
level terms with everyone else was the first indication. The offer
from another to cOnt-e and help for some weeks turned out to be a·
man who was an expert in the very work that required leadership;
and he "happened to come" during the very week that the
architect was' called away on business. . . .
Then as we walked through the ruins of the Abbey one da.y
wondering ( to be honest) whether we would ever get !"asons to
come up-skilled men in a difficult depa.rtment of their tradethere WALKED ROUND THE R.UIN n, complete stranger. He
was a man who liked· a walking holiday and had co~e North to
see what this experiment was all about. He sta,yed With us a few
days and we discovered that his trade was that of Foreman Mason
. . . we are now much in touch with him about, future days and
lle is getting in touch with other masons. . . .
Then again, at so late an hour, it was remarkable to get one
student from each Divinity Hall coming and joining us for s~me
weeks each and thus ensuring tha.t in each Divinity Hall t,here IS a
man this winter WllO has seen the place ;md knows what we are
driving at. . , .
..
.
.
The worship of our Commulllty reqUlrerl an orgamst at mornmg
a.nd evening service each day t,hl'oughout t.he summer. No a,rrangements had beeri made. but of the pa.rty who camellp there was one
who could do it .ancl (I think) was neve!' once a.bsent from a.
service. . . .
Money is a token of God's desire that things should happen.
Manna indeea has come in tllat regard. A larg-~ cbeque to get llS
started removed initial fears and no· appeal was put in the forefront
of our work to begin with. It was the ~onstant reques~ as to ~ow
help could be given that first ~oved llS to ~ssl1e car~s :r:nakmg pOSSible
"the b1lying of a. stone" a.gamst the coming reb1llldmg. In t.hree
months without a solitary appeal by word of mouth some five
hundred persons have sent us five sllillings or more to have their
place in the experiment. . . . .
.
A doctor came along and sald lIe would bke to help yearly and
had been thinking of some sacrifice. He had decided to give up hilt
city Chlb and send instead its annua.} subscription to us.
Where are the men to come from 1 Where is the money to come
from 1 are the questions often asked. 'Ve only know that money
comes and men for just so long as the thing is meant t,o go on.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS
The Rev. GeOl'ge l\lacLeod is leaving early ill November to fulfil
an engagement made prior to the formation of the Community. It
is to attend·, as a representative of his Church, the 'Vorld International )\Iis/lionary. Conference at Tambaram, Madras, Ind~a.. He
hopes very much that- in addition .tothe holiday it represents-he
may be able to hear there of the many efforts towards Community
that are being made all ovel' the world.
Believers from Japan,
China, India, Africa, and America are to be gathered there
to the number of over 250. It is the sequel to the conferences hel~
in Edinburgh in 1910 and the .Terusalem Conference of some years
back.
Dr. l\facLeod hopes to be back in Scotland in the middie o~
.Tanuary 1939.
No letter will be forwarded to him, nUT ANY
CO l\IMUNIC A nONS REGARDING THE COMMUNITY WILL
BE ATTENDED TO, IF ADDRESSED TO HI1\{ AT
4 PARK CIRCUS PLACE,
GLASGOW, C.3.
Persons desiring to become "Friends of Iona Cummunity"
should send five shillings to the above address, which will entitle
them to receive " The Coracle ,; for a 'year.
The next number of " The COl'acle" will include the artiCles· at
present appearing ·in '.' Life and 'York " regarding the COl11ll1unity
from the Church point of view.
It is hoped in suhsequent ~.lUmhers to include articles of 11
historical nature about Iona: some account of other efforts" towards
Community" ; together with current notes of the progress of our
own Movement.

BROADCAST LISTENERS are informed that Dr. l\facLeod
will be speaking on the National 'V<lve Length on Februai.'y 5th, in
the first of a Series of TalKs·on the Tambaram Conference.
In March there will be i.t Broadcast Service, on the Scottish 'Vave
Length, concerning Iona, together with an APPEAL FOR THE
REBUILDING FUND.

